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The primary intent of this thesis is to discuss how 
to use the Forth language on the Heath H-89 microcomputer. 
Forth is a programming language with a small, but 
fast-growing, enthusiastic user community. Forth was 
invented by Mr. Charles H. Moore in 1973. 
Forth is a very compact language which only needs a 
small memory storage. It is also a threaded language 
which starts with a few fundamental subroutines written in 
machine language 
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The Forth Development History 
Forth is a programming language which was invented by 
Mr. C. H. Moore, who along with E. R. Rather constructed 
the modern Forth system at the National Radio Astronomy 
Observatory. When they invented this language, their 
intention was simply to make themselves more productive 
programmers. They figured that in 40 years a very good 
programmer could write forty programs. They wanted to 
write more programs than that and needed a tool to help 
them. When they worked on programs that ranged from 
satellite orbits to chromatography to business systems, 
they developed Forth in line with this goal. Since that 
time they have been able to work at ten times their 
original rate. 
The first Forth version was designed for the IBM 
1130. During that time Mr. Moore worked directly on an 
IBM 1130 system, interfacing with an IBM 2250 graphics 
display. The IBM 1130 let the programer, for the first 
time, totally control the computer interactively. At that 
time, Mr# Moore found out that he used the IBM 1130 in 
FORTRAN in 32k bytes could draw pictures on the IBM 2250 
graphics disply fairly slowly; and Forth, in 8k bytes, 
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could draw three-dimentional moving pictures on the IBM 
2250 graphical display very fast. 
In the first version of Forth, the high-level or 
colon definitions were not yet compiled. The text 
interpreter reinterpreted the text as the Basic language 
acts today. Later, Mr. Moore implemented Forth on a 
Univac 1180, interfacing it with their COBOL compiler. 
The mordern Forth was coded in FORTRAN. Shortly 
thereafter it was recoded in Forth. The additions were 
the return stack and the dictionary. The dictionary was 
in the form of linked list. 
The use of modern Forth occurred when it was written 
for a Honeywell H-316 at the NRAO (National Radio 
Astronomy Observatory). In 1971, Mr. Moore wrote a 
radio-telescope data-acquisition program that led him to 
put the compiler on the Forth system. An average of five 
characters per word could be replaced by twp bytes per 
wo rd . 
Since then, as Forth's usage increased in 
astronomical reserach, the user community recognized the 
need for a common standardization. In 1977, an ad hoc 
team within the International Astronomical Union hosted by 
Peak National Observatory, tried to standardize the Forth 
Language. This group produced the document AST.l, a 
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glossary of definitions for the minicomputer versions. 
In 1979, the Forth Interest Group published an 
implementation model of Forth called Fig-Forth. 
Applications were transported among computer using the 
Intel 8080, Digital Equipment LSI-11, Motorola 6800, 
National Semiconductor PACE, and the MOS Technology 6502. 
A Forth Standards Teams met again at Catalina Island 
in October, 1979. The general goal was to increase the 
portability of Forth programs by language specifications 
in addition to the current glossary definition. During 
this meeting, they created the new Forth version called 
Forth-79. Forth-79 offers a uniform vehicle for 
interchange of Forth language. The reward of standards 
work is: less cost for creating and maintaining specific 
application programs, less cost for personnel training, 
and less cost for the host operating system itself. 
Forth has been implemented on the Burroughs 5500; the 
IBM 1130; the Univac 1108; the Honeywell 316; the IBM 360; 
the Data General Nova; the PDP-11; the Interdata; the 
CDC-6400; the Computer Automation LSI 4; and the RCA 1802. 
Forth has been programmed in Fortran, Algol, PL/1, COBOL, 
Assembler, and Forth. 
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The Forth Usage In The Real World 
Forth is being used in the real world in many areas. 
Elicon Inc. of Bred, California is using Forth software to 
drive the computer-controlled cameras. Magicam Inc. is in 
the process of converting control of its master-slave 
camera pair from an analog computer to a digital computer 
running Forth software. Allen Test Products of Kalamazoo, 
Michigan has developed an ignition analyzer to use in 
service stations and automobile repair shops that analyze 
the behavior of automobile ignition systems and displays 
both diagnostic and corrective information. Atari Inc. is 
using Forth in the Coin-Operated Division, which develops 
and markets the stand-alone games found in pinball 
arcades, and in restaurants. A 6502 based development 
system employs Forth software to debug and test arcade 
circuit boards. 
Forth is used in several aerospace applications. A 
Forth-like language, IPS, is uses in the orbiting Earth in 
an amateur radio satellite called the OSCAR Phase III. 
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The Forth Overview 
Forth is characterized by five major elements: 
dictionary, stack, interpreters, assembler, and virtual 
memory. The dictionary is a threaded list of variables, 
each of which defines a word in the vocabulary. The 
dictionary is extensible, and redefinable growing toward 
the memory. 
Forth has two push-down stacks. These provide the 
primary communication between routines as well as an 
efficient mechanism for control logical flow. A stack 
normally contains items one computer word in length which 
may be addresses, numbers, or other objects. 
Forth has two levels of interpretation. The first 
level is a text interpreter. It works in a conventional 
manner, parsing text strings that come from terminals and 
looking up each word in the dictionary. The second level 
of interpretation is an address interpreter. Most 
dictionary definitions contain addresses of previously 
defined words that are to be executed. 
Forth includes a resident assembler, which allows the 
programmer to define words that will cause the specified 
mechine instructions to be executed. Forth uses the 
virtual memory concept to store the program or data. The 
memory is devided into segments called blocks or screens. 
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Each block or screen has the number to identify itself 
There is no file name for each Forth program. The Forth 
system uses the screen number as identification. 
Most Forth systems consists of th editor, source 




THE STURCTURE OF FORTH 
The Dictionary And User-Defined Words 
The central element of the Forth system is the 
"word". A Forth word is similar to a subroutine or 
procedure in other languages. Executing, or calling, a 
word causes a definite sequence of actions to be 
performed. The reason for calling a Forth routine a 
"word" is that it nearly always has a name that is known 
to the keyboard interpreter: it can be executed simply by 
typing its name. Words are defined in the dictionary 
which , like English dictionaries, is a table of 
word-names and their definitions. Two types of 
definitions occur in the Forth dictionary. Words may be 
defined in terms of other words that are defined earlier, 
or words may be defined by a sequence of machine language 
instructions. 
All programs written in Forth appear as words or 
collections of words in the dictionary. Forth 
dictionaries are organized as threaded lists, each of 
those elements is the definition of a word. The simplest 
list structure has a single linear thread connecting the 
Forth words in the sequence of their definition. The 
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dictionary is split into 16 threads or branches. The 
branch in which a word appears is a function of its name. 
The head of the list is defined by a 16-element 
vector of pointers. These pointers aim at the most 
recently defined word in each branch. A field in which 
each word definition in turn points to the previous word 
appears is under control of the user. The words 
VOCABULARY and DEFINITIONS control the branching. 
The defining word compiles the words that follow it 
in a definition, which is then added to the dictionary. 
Each Forth dictionary definition consists of two parts : a 
head and a body. The head contains system-internal 
information including a name field and a code field. The 
name field contains the name of the word. The code field 
contains a pointer to the instructions that will be 
executed when the word is executed. 
In Forth, a word is any string of characters bounded 
by spaces. The characters that represent arithmetic 
operators or punctuation marks can be words if they are 
bounded by spaces. For example, each of the following 
strings is a word in the Forth system: 
EMIT BEGIN UNTIL FLUSH ! * OVER 
For definitions compiled by : (colon"), the code 
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0 <-i 0 <- 0 
para para para 
field field field 
- - 




link  link 
para - para para 
field 
field field 
link   <— link   V— link 
para para para 
.. field "field 
HEAD 
VECTOR HEAD(O) (HEAD(l) 
* • ■ • 
HEAD(15) 
Fig. 1. Dictionary Organization 
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field points to a procedure that begins the execution of 
the words referenced in the definition. The body of 
definition, called parameter field, is a series of 
addresses that point in order to each Forth word in the 
definition. 
Words are added to the dictionary by "defining a 
word" of which the most common is (colon). The 
execution of causes a dictionary entry to be 
constructed for the following word. The definition of 
this new word, in the form of addresses of previously 
defined words, will also be placed in the dictionary. The 
definition is terminated by (semicolon). For example: 
: CASE FLUSH SWAP OPEN ROT EMIT @ ; 
could be a new word CASE. Previously defined words such 
as "FLUSH", "SWAP", "OPEN", "ROT", "EMIT", "§" perform the 
various component operations. CASE becomes the new word 
in the dictionary. This word is terminated by the symbol 
(semicolon) . After we define this word CASE, the 
system will execute and compile. In the execution state, 
the text interpreter operates executing words as they are 
found in the input text. The interpreter will put the 
address of FLUSH, address of SWAP, address of OPEN, 
address of ROT, address of EMIT, and address of "@" on the 
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:CASF FLUSH SWAP OPEN POT EMIT @ ; 
Fig. 3. Dictionary Entry for the word CASE 
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dictionary entry, then the word (colon) changes the 
state to compilation; the word name CASE is placed in the 
next available dictiona,ry locations in the correct 
dictionary format. The link field is set to point to the 
last-defined word in the same dictionary branch, and the 
head pointer is set to point to the new entry. After 
defining the new word CASE, the user can save this word in 
the memory and CASE becomes part of the dictionary. He 
can use the word CASE in any program or statement as the 
word is defined by the system. When the user wants to 
invoke and execute the word CASE, he types the word CASE 
and the system will interpret and automatically execute 
it. 
In Forth, there are several linked chains. We call 
these chains Vocabularies. 
1. FORTH Contains all the basic definitions. 
2. ASSEMBLER Contains the assembler mnemonics. 
3. EDITOR Contains the commands for entering 
source text. 
Invoking a vocabulary name specifies which linked 
list will be searched and in what order. For example, the 
word I in the Forth vocabulary supplies a loop index. If 







HEAD (EDITOR) HEAD(FORTH) HEAD (ASSEMBLER) 
Fig. 2. Forth Vocabulary Structure 
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Which definition will be executed depends on which 
vocabulary is searched first. After invoking Editor, the 
\ 
order is Editor, then Forth. When using the Forth 
vocabulary, Forth will be searched and then, on most 
system the Editor. 
The concept of separate vocabularies makes it 
possible for different words with the same name to 
co-reside in memory. CONTEXT is the name of the user 
variable that contains the index of the vocabulary that 
will be searched first to find a word. 
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The Stack 
Forth uses the stack to input, output, and loop 
controls. The stack is "push-down", also called Last-In 
First-Out (LIFO) list. This stack is a way of storing 
data such that the most recently stored items are 
immediately accessible. Forth calculates and returns 
numbers similar to the Hewlett-Packard Calculators. To 
see how a LIFO stack works, type the following at the 
terminal . 
25 36 17 9 CR ok 
The system's response, ok, indicates that all commands up 
to the carriage return have been executed successfully. 
The four values have been pushed onto the stack. 
The first value entered (25) is on the bottom, the last 
(9) is on top. 
Now type 
The computer will respond: 
9 17 36 25 
The "." (dot) is a Forth word which removes the top 
value from the stack and prints it at the terminal. The 
first prints the 25 and leaves the 36 on the top of 









Forth object dictionary 
(kernel) 
block buffer 
block buffer ]_ 
Fig. 4. Memory Layout of a Forth System 
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POINTER I POINTER POINTER 
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Forth's extreme modularity is faciliated by its use 
of the stack to pass data from word to word. To 
accomodate this feature, Forth uses postfix notation 
rather than the more familiar algebraic or infix notation. 
In Forth the arithmatical operators always work on the 
value present on the stack . For example, the phrase 
99 34 - will push the value 99 onto the stack, then 
the value 34, leaving the 99 below it. The (minus) 
will subtract the top value from the second value and 
leave only the result (65) • 
Postfix (Forth) Infix 
4 3 - 4-3 
25 3 9 */ (25 * 3) / 9 
25 3 9 * / 25 / ( 3 * 9) 
3 9/ 3/9 
42 5 * 42 * 5 
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Numbers And Arithmetic 
In Forth, arithmetic is performed on integers and 
fixed-pointed fractions rather than on floating-point 
numbers. The use of integers takes advantage of the speed 
of integer arithmetic operations in most minicomputers and 
microprocessors. 
Forth recognizes either signed or unsigned integer 
values. Negative values are stored as two's complement 
numbers. Single-precision (16-bit number representation) 
tolerates a range of 0 to 65535 for unsigned values, and 
-32768 to 32767 for signed values. 
The Forth word (dot) prints the signed integer at 
the terminal. The word "U." (U-dot) prints the value as 
an unsigned integer. 
The following examples might show some of the 
differences by using the different number representation. 
The User Enters The Computer Responds : 
32 . 32 ok 
96 . 96 ok 
32767 . 32767 ok 
32768 . -32768 ok 
32768 U. 32768 ok 
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The last two examples above show what happens when the 
number exceeds 32767 as a signed sixteen-bit integer: the 
sign bit is set to one, and interprets the value as a 
negative integer. Printing the value as an unsigned 
integer by using the word "U." produces the expected 
result. 
In Forth any value 
converted as singi 
double-precision (32-bit 
double-precision number 
cells on the stack, the 
following examples show 
representation. 
The User Enters : 
65,536 . . 
76.345 . . 
32.110 . . 
31.001 . . 
that is unpunctuated will be 
e-precision, otherwise as 
number representation). a 
is converted as two consecutive 
high-order cell on top. The 
the differences of the number 
The Computer Responds : 
1 0 ok 
1 10809 ok 
0 32110 ok 
0 31001 ok 
The Forth word "D." outputs a 32-bit value. 
The User Enters : The Computer Responds : 
65,536 D. 65536 ok 
76.345 D. 76345 ok 
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32.110 D 32110 ok 
31.001 D. 31001 ok 
In Forth, all number conversions will use base ten 
(decimal) for both input and output. We can easily change 
the base by using one of the following commands: 
OCTAL(set the base to 8) 
HEX (set the base to 16) 
DECIMAL (set the base to 10) 
The user can use any number base by using the phrase: 
n BASE ! 
For example: 
: BINARY 2 BASE ! ; 
The above phrase will define the word BINARY. 
The User Enters : The Computer Responds : 
DECIMAL 24567 BINARY . 101111111110111 OK 
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Constants, Variables and Arrays 
In Forth, just like other languages, we can assign a 
name to a constant. The user can only name an integer. 
The user can not name a real number because there is no 
float point operation in Forth. For example, if we want 
to assign the value 60 to the name AGE just type 
60 CONSTANT AGE 
It will create the new word AGE and assigning it the value 
60. The phrase "90 AGE *" will have the result of 60 * 
90, that is 5400. 
The value which may change frequently is called a 
variable. Every variable in Forth must be declared by the 
programmer first, then he can use it later. The user can 
use any characters to name the variable. For example: 
VARIABLE POSITIVE 
The user creats a variable name POSITIVE. The 
computer will assign a address to the variable POSITIVE. 
Whenever invoking a variable, it will place the address on 
the stack. if the user assigns the content of the address 
of POSITIVE, he can type the phrase: 
987 POSITIVE ! 
The word "I" (store) is used to store a value a 
location. Currently the contents of the address named 
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POSITIVE has the value 987. If he wants to add a number 
to the variable POSITIVE, just types 
56 POSITIVE +! will add 56 to the content of address 
POSITIVE and store back to the POSITIVE. Now the contents 
of the address is 987 + 56 which is 1043. 
In Pascal and Fortran, the linear and 
higher-dimentional arrays are used. In Forth, there is no 
array structure in the original dictionary. The user can 
use the word ALLOT to assign the extra space in memory. 
For example: 1 VARIABLE AGE 98 ALLOT 
will create an extra 99 spaces in memory. 
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Virtual Memory 
Forth implements virtual memory by considering disks 
to be organized in numbered blocks , f rom ze ro to the 
capacity of the disk controller. These blocks are read 
into buffers, each of which provides 1024 bytes for the 
contents of a disk block. 
The storage device is divided into fixed-length 
blocks, normally 512 words, or 1024 characters long. 
Blocks are suitable for holding programs or data. They 
are also used for the Forth system itself. 
In Forth, a block storage device is simple and 
dev ice-independent. Blocks are simply numbered 
sequentially from 0 to some high number. In order to 
retrieve a new block, the user types BLOCK, which takes 
the number he has put on the top of the stack as a block 
number, reads the block into a buffer, and returns the 
address of that buffer on top of the stack. 
The user can type UPDATE after BLOCK to change the 




The user controls a Forth compute from the terminal. 
The system is idle and listening for anything from the 
keyboard until the user types in a complete 1 ine. When 
Forth gets a full line , it attemps to exec ute the words 
the user has just typed. 
Once the user has debugged a new word, he does not 
want to type it in again. The Forth text editor lets him 
store the program in a block. To define a word, or a 
collection of words, type 
n LOAD (n is the block number.) 
LOAD is a word that temporarily redirects Forth's text 
interpreter away from the terminal to the block number the 
user specifies. 
Each block to be loaded must end with the special 
word " ; S", which restores the text interpreter to the 
source previously in effect. 
Before the execution of the application begins, the 
user must LOAD the disk block that contains the 
application source test. Thus, the interpreter 
interprets the source text in disk block. If this block 
contains definitions, they will be compiled into memory. 
Any commands defined in this block are available for the 
user use after the loading takes place. 
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CHAPTER III 
AN IMPLEMENTATION OF FORTH 
Hardware 
The implementation of the Forth language on Heath 
H-89 microcompuer system uses the microcomputer and floppy 
disk to run the program. The system consists of the Heath 
H-89 microcomputer, the H-77 floppy disk system, and the 
H-14 printer. The Heath H-89 microcomputer system has 48k 
bytes of random access memory (RAM). The storage media 
for the H-77 floppy disk system is the hard-sectored 
40-track dislette. Each track has 10 sectors, each sector 
has 256 formatted bytes. On the floppy disk, there are 
screens of the Forth source programs. The application 
programs include the Forth's compiler, termianl handler, 
and operation system. 
The H-14 printer is a computer peripheral that 
provides computer readouts in a hard copy form. The 
printer has both upper and lower case characters, full 
ASCII 96-charcter, and paper feed with adjustable spacing. 
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Features 
The Heath H-89 Forth language version has been 
implemented by Mr. John Cassadyand, and modified by Kim 
Harris, and published by the Forth Interest Group. This 
implementation contains most features of other versions. 
New paragraph below are listed the features which are 
implemented on the H-89 microcomputer: 
! Store 16 bits of n at address. 
* Leave the signed product of two signed numbers. 
*/ Leave the ratio n4 = nl*n2/n2 where n4 of the 
operation nl*n2/n3 
*/MOD Leave the quotient n5 and reminder n4 of the 
operation nl*n2/n3 
+ Leave the sum of nl+n2 
+! Add n to the value at the address 
+- Apply the sign of n2 to nl, which is left as n3 
Leave the difference of nl-n2 
/ Leave the signed quotient of nl/n2 
/MOD Leave the remainder and signed quotient of 
nl/n2 
0< Leave a true flag if the number is less than 
zero, otherwise leave a false flag. 
0= Leave a true flag if the number is equal to 
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1+ 
zero, otherwise leave a false flag. 
Increment nl by 1 
2+ Leave nl incremented by 2 
: Used in the form called a colon-definition. 
; Terminate a colon-definition and stop further 
compilation. Compiles the run-time ;S 
= Leave a true flag is nl=n2; otherwise leave a 
false flag. 
> Leave a true flag if nl is greater than n2; 
otherwise a false flag. 
? Print the value contained at the address in 
free format according to the current base 
@ Leave the 16 bit contents of address 
ABS Leave the absolute value of n as u. 
ALLOT Add the signed number to the dictionary pointer 
DP 
AND Leave the bitwise logical and of nl and n2 as 
n3. 
BASE A user variable containing the current number 
base used for input and output conversion 
C! Store 8 bits at address. On word addressing 
computer, further specification is necessary 
regarding byte addressing. 
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c@ Leave the 8 bit contents of memory adress. 
Transmit a carriage return and line feed to the 
selected output device. 
D+ Leave the double number sum of two double 
numbers 
D. Print a signed double number from a 32-bit 
two's complement value. 
DIGIT Converts the ASCII character c to its binary 
equivalent n2, companied by a true flag. 
DMINUS Convert the number to its double number two's 
complement. 
DROP Drop the number from the stack 
DUP Duplicate the value on the stack. 
FORTH The name of the primary vocabulary. Execution 
makes Forth the context vocabulary. 
HEX Set the numeric conversion base to sixteen 
(hexademical) 
I Used within a DO-LOOP to copy the loop index to 
the stack. 
KEY Leave the ASCII value of the next terminal key 
stack. 
LIST Display the ASCII text of screen n on the 
selected output device. 
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MIN Leave the smaller of two numbers. 
MINUS Leave the two's complement of a number 
MOD Leave the remainder of nl/n2f withthe same sign 
as nl. 
CONSTANT A defining word used in the form: n CONSTANT 
cccc 
DECIMAL Set the numberic conversion BASE for decimal 
REPEAT Used within a colon-definition in the form: 
BEGIN ... WHILE ... REPEAT 
At run-time, REPEAT forces an 
unconditional branch back to just fter the 
corresponding BEGIN 
UNTIL Occurs within a colon-definition in the 
f o rm : 
BEGIN ... UNTIL 
At run-time, UNTIL controls the 
conditional branch back to the corresponding 
BEGIN. 
DO ... LOOP Set up a finite loop, given the index 
range 
DO ... +LOOP Like DO ... LOOP except adds the value 
of n (instead of always "1") to the index 
IF Occurs is a colon-definition in form: 
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IF ... ENDIF IF ... ELSE ... END 
<BUILD ... DOES> Each time a colon-definition is 
executed, <BUILD defineds a new word with a 
high-level execution procedure. 
[ Suspend compilation 
] Resume compilation, to the completion of a 
colon-defintion 
Below are listed the features which are 






te ASCII text in the text output buffer 
Transfer characters from the terminal to 
address, until a "return" or the count of 
charcters have been received. 
A user variable containing an address 
below which FORGETting is trapped. 
Begin interpretation of screen n. Loading 
will terminate at the end of the screen or 
at ;S 
Print on the selected output device the 
31 





Leave the name field address of the 
topmost word in the CURRENT vocabulary. 
A user ariable containing the address of 
the terminal input buffer. 
A defining word used in the form: 






Forth is a structured language ( as is Pascal) in 
that it has no GOTO statement labels in the language. 
Forth object code is extremely compact, even more so than 
machine language. The reason is that no matter how much 
work operation performs, each invocation of it takes the 
same space in the object program. The complete Forth 
system takes about 7K bytes, and this whole system 
including the compiler is commonly left in memory as a 
run-time package. Therefore, 16K bytes and a floppy disk 
for storing source programs are sufficient hardware for an 
excellent Forth system. 
It is a self-contained operating system. The 7K 
bytes include terminal and disk handlers and a rudimentary 
file system. No other software is needed anywhere in the 
computer. 
This language is reentrant so that different users 
can share the same copy of a program in memory while 
running at the same time. It is also recursive which 
means that routines can invoke themselves. The user can 
type in or load from disk a machine-language routine using 
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a Forth assembler. Furthermore, the new routine can be 
executed immediately. 
The assembler allows structured conditionals and 
loops at the machine-code level and it can also assemble 
unstructured code if desired. Users can define their own 
macro-intructions, such as being able to use custom-made 
data types. Since Forth systems have been designed for 
compatibility, large applications can be moved among very 
different machine with little change. 
Another good feature of Forth is that it puts you in 
charge of the computer. The user can understand every 
stop in his software or any desired parts of it. This 
allows changes to be made easily. The whole system is 
written in Forth, right down to the bits - the application 
programs, the compiler, the operating system, and the I/O 
devices. 
Although Forth has many advantages, there are also 
some disadvantages. The Forth system has no 
floating-point arithmetic and is not a typed language. 
For example, if an integer operation is performed on a 
floating-point quantity, there is no error message printed 
at compile time or at run time. Another disadvantage of 
the Forth system is that there is no directory; when a new 
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disk is inserted, the user or the programmer must know the 
block numbers for load screeens and data files. Source 
programs are also difficult to read, but this may be due 
to lack of familiarity. 
Although Forth has some disadvantages, it is still a 
good programming language. The user needs not worry the 
parameter passing between the main prog ram and the 
subroutine. The user can store the words in the 
dictionary. This 1anguage is especially good fo r team 
work and big projects. It can speed up the rate o f 
programming. Since this is a relatively new programming 
language, the program's appearance is strange to the new 
learner . The use of a Last-In- First-Out stack for 
parameter passing, and a unique approach to program 
solving requires the user to reorient his thin* cing a bit. 
35 
Deficiencies Of This Implementation 
There are currently several version of the Forth 
languages. The version used by the Department of 
Mathematical Sciences is called Fig-Forth. There are some 
deficiencies in this implementation. Usually the editor 
is very convenient and efficient to the users. However, 
the editor was not operational in this system. On other 
systems, such as the Forth-79 and PDP-11, the user can use 
the editor to save and correct the text. Without the use 
of editor, the user cannot save or correct programs or 
data on disk. The user must retype the whole program or 
text . 
Another deficiency encountered was that the Forth 
loader did not work. The user could not load screens for 
execution; therefore, jobs already stored in memory were 
not available to the user. 
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APPENDIX 
Forth Source Programs Display 
3 LIST 
C«CR # 3 
” e ( DBS TO SHOW FORTH DECISION CfiPfSILITV ) 
1 : 0€CK DÜ? 6= IF .B ZERO " DROP ELSE 
2 & IF NEGATIUE* ELSE / P0SITIÆ" 












SO? # 4 
8 \ ERROR f icbSHüES 
1 EflPTY STACK 
2 DICTI0M3R7 FULL 
3 HFtS IîSQRRECT FDDRESS ÎSDE 
4 ISN'T UNIQUE 
5 
é DISE SSSE ? 
7 FILL STACK 






14 CLP.CPU) IS FALSE! 
15 rrcs SOFTWARE IN FORTH LESS 101 1.1 
CL: 
T;-_ Tl t _CO 
V.K.* --‘Üi- *-K-‘ 
37 
5 LIST 
SCR # 5 
8 < ERROR r^SSBSES ) 
1 CttîPIUÏÏION (SLY, USE IK DEFINITION 
2 EXECUTION (SLY 
3 CONDITIONS NOT PAIRED 
4 DEFINITION NOT FINISHED 
5 IK PROTECTED DICTIONftRV 
6 USE (SLY UHEN LORDING 
7 OFF CURRENT EDITING SCREEN 











SCR * 6 
8 < fLTERKRTE TERMINAL I RT: 3 HSÏDLER ) 
1 CODE CKftT < CHECK RT: FOR INPUT CHRR ) < 335 IN, 1 RNI, 
2 H Ü KOI, L R HOU, hPÜSH JF?, ) HEX D8 C, OCTAL 335 C, HEN 
3 ES C, 1 C, 26 C, 0 C, 6f C, C3 C, 32BF , 
4 CODE CLRIF= < LEftUE 0 «4 STACK IF S1LB=32LB ELSE TÛS=S2LB ) 
5 < DE POP, ft E rau, HL POP, H O NUI, L a?, IFZ L H ray, EXDIF 
6 HPUSH JhR, ) D1 C, 78 C, El C, 26 C, O C, BO C, 28 C, 81 C, 6C C, 
7 C3 C, 32BF , 
8 < ) 
9 : IKftT < INPUT (HR FRGN RT: [ RESIDES ONE REFDV! 3 ) 
18 0 mo? 177 fl© 15 CLRIF= 177 CLRIF= i 
11 < œorjE Reass RLSOJTS «3 CTL-;; ECRJ FRO;; STREP;: > 
12 CODE OUTRT ( SEND (HR TO RT: > ( DE POP, BEGIN 335 IN, ISO 
13 UNTIL ft E ray, 338 OUT, NEXT Jî?, ) DI C, D3 C, GCTRL 335 C, 
14 HEX ES C, 48 C, 23 C, -6 C, 78 C, D3 C, OCTAL 330 C, HEX 
15 HEX C3 C, 32C8 , OCTRL -> 
OK 
38 
• 7 LIST 
SCR # 7 
0 < TBP0R3RV HCCS OF RIK-flfHSD PERSON^LIZATION CHS ) 
1 J€K : Rin-SEfD 4C: ( L) GÜTRT SEND 20 OUTFIT 20 CUTftT CQK 
2 : flffr+O URITE 4E OUTftT CORY ; 
3 : AIK-MORE URITE 20 OUTFIT OPV j 
4 12003300 . “ 12033310" OR 











SCR £ 9 
e < SPECIAL DEFINITIONS FOR HEElTK-BrbED SSSTEK5 *) 
1 FORTH DEFINITIONS 
2 : OCTAL 3 BASE ! î ERSE « OCTAL 
3 ( T8P0RRRV 0->S ) : CODE CREATE SLOP i 
4 CODE 0-73 < BE PO?, L D NOV.- D 8 NUL H D 107- IRISH JfP 
5 Ho-N D1 C.. 6ft C, 16 C, C C, 62 C.. C3 C, 
6 < BRUSH > 323E , OCTAL 
7 : S->0 < SPLIT TO CCTFL ) SUR? 488 * + J 
8 < CONVERT UITH PRINTING *> 
9 : 85 DU? G->S . . > * S3 S->0 DU? . i 
10 : FORCE.LP < FORCE LP: PRINTOUT BV KJLL FILLING *> 
11 P.BÜFE LP.BUF § DO 0 .LP LOP ; 
12 : CL03ELP < iCPSL CLOSE OF LP: *) FORCE.LP CLOSES ; 
13 : LP.TRIED < DOCCSNTHTION TO LP: *) LOG TRIED LLLOG i 






8 < TEXT, LIKE ) 










SCR # 11 
8 ( LINE EDITOR > 
1 UOCfBULflRV EDITOR IKrEDIflTE HEX 
2 : W£RE < PRINT SCREEN # RND IfflE OF ERROR *) 
3 IXP B-’SCR / DIP SCR ! SCR # “ DECIfflL . 
4 S3? 01 40D 01 * ROT BLOCK + CR 01 TVPE 
5 CR HERE 0? - SPRCES 5E BUT CCOIPIlE] EDITOR QUIT 
6 
7 EDITOR DEFINITIONS 
3 : #LOCflTE 
9 
18 : #LBRD 
11 
12 : #Lftj 
13 





SCR # 12 
e < Life EDITING Cav;.H-OS ) 
1 : H < HID fOviBERED Life AT PAD *) 
2 Life PAD 1+ C/L D’J? PAD Cf CMJJE ; 
3 











< ERASE LIfe-1 WITH BLAKS *> 
LINE 01 BLfifeS UPDATE ; 
< SPREAD îetilN'û Life f BLftfe *) 
DP 1 - ( LIMIT ) Œ ( FIRST TÜ NODE ) 
DO I Life I 1+ HÜJE -1 +LÜÜ? E i 
< DELETE LIfe-1, 8UT HOLD IH PAD *) 
DP H 0F DP ROT 
DO I 1+ Life I- HOP LOP E J 
13 LIST 
SCR # 13 
0 ( Life EDITING COffiHHDS ) 
1 
X 
2 : N C NODE CURSOR BY SISeD A10ÜNT-L PRINT ITS Life *} 
3 R# +! CR SPACE HEAD TYPE 5F BUT 
4 #LPfG TYPE SLOTE . DROP i 
5 
6 : T ( TYPE Life BVE #-L SffJE ALSO IN PAD *) 
7 DP Cl * R# i m? H G M ; 
3 
9 : L < RE-LIST SCREEN *) 









SCR # 14 
e < LIÆ EDITING cargos > 
1 : R < REFUSE a-; Life H« FROM PAD *> 
2 PRD 1+ SUSP -roe ; 
3 
4 : P < PUT FOLLOWING TEXT <K LINE-1 *} 
5 1 TEXT R ; 
6 
< ! I INSERT TEXT FR0TÎ PRD ONTO Life # *) 
5 rv o c p 
18 : TO? ( HOtE CURSOR TO TCP LEFT 0? SCREEN *> 







SCR # 15 
8 < SCREEN EDITH*] COtftOS > 
1 : CLEflR ■: CLEiP SCREEN BV KJC3ER-1 *) 
2 ST-R ! 1C 8 DO FORTH I EDITOR E LOO? ; 
3 
4 : COPy < DUPLICATE SCREEN-2* OHTO SCREEN-1 *> 
5 B-'SCR * OFFSET « + SUSP 8/SCR * B/SCR OJER + SUSP 
6 DC [CP FCPTH I BLOCK 2 - ! 1+ UPDATE LOO? 
7 DRÜ? FLUSH 1 
3 









SCR # 17 
Zà5y ^STff',T WO 5 OONSTfiMT MLS 
1 FORTH' DEFINITIONS OCTft? ^ mmTm 
2Z® rfh”r— • — 
3 
f : <■ STORE S2 g POET MIO+S1 > 
5 MIC + pi ; 
6 : KIM < If POT FROM PORT MIOtSI ) 
7 MIC + Pî j 
3 : SSR ( SET BOLD RR7E —! LSS..MSS ) 
jg 200 3 NIG! 1 MIDI 8 MIC! 3 DIP MI! 
11 < INITIALIZE NXS1 CHIP ) 
12 200 1 SSE 3 4 MIO* ' 





SCR ft 13 













« T "*> V. * 
CK«T < CHECK RT: FOE INPUT CHER ) 
LS MIOâ 1 HD ; 
: CLRIF= < IF S1=S2 THEN Sl=3 ELSE 
ODER = IF DROP 8 ENDIF 
: If ITT ( If PUT CHER FROM RT: [ RESUMES 
0 MI02 177 R?D 15 CLRIF= 177 CLRIF= 
( R30JE RENOUES RU3ÜÜTS AND CTL-M [CR3 FROM STfSflCI 
ONE RBflDV! 3) 
CÜTRT < SEND 
BEGIN 
30C3RJD 203 
URITRT BEGIN CKHT LRiTlL 
CHRE TO RT: 
ILS MIO3 I 
1 SR J 
} 
m UNTIL 8 MIO! 






SCR f 19 
3 ( DISK INTERFACE FOR STRESN I/O ON OU ) 
1 : CLOSE! 1 CLOSE DROP ; 
2 : Oil 10OO5 OFFSET ! j 
3 < * «ELIMINATE THIS LINE ftO THE f0iT Ofc fFTER UER 1.1.1 1 
4 103 37? S->0 COrSTftST SV3FTH 
5 : OFBiRD < OPEN FILBirE POINTED TO BY TOS FOR RE® ) 
6 SV0FTH C [ 42 1 S->0 ] LITER® C.HDOS S.CHEK i 
7 : OFBUR ( OPEN FILENAME POINTED TO BY TOS FOR WRITE > 
3 SY3FTH 0 C 43 1 S->0 3 LITER® C.HD3S S.CHEK ; 








SCR # 23 
S C SSD FI FILE PRIMITIVES ) 
1 3 VARIABLE CK.1E0F 1 CONSTANT EC.EOF < RENOVE LATTER LATER ) 
2 0 VARIABLE TI1E-DELAY : N3 TINE-DELAY « ; 
3 : PAUSE N3 0 DO LOO- ; 
4 ( UAIT FOR PRONPT 0? EKPC3 CHARS AFTBR CR SENT TO fiT ) 
5 : H'LFIX DU? 12 = IF DROP 15 BOIF ; 
6 76 ( > ) MARIABLE PROIPT 11 fLLGT 1 VARIABLE NFC 
7 : VAIT-PRONFT PROP! NPC « + PROIPT DO BEGIN UAITAT 
3 I 0* IfvtT = UNTIL LOOP J 
9 : SCHAR C* -DIP IF KLFIN DL? DIP CJTfiT BUT 
10 15 = IF NFC « IF l.PIT-PROPT BOIF BDIF BDIF ; 
11 
12 : SSLOOK B-'SUF OVER + SURF DO I SOflR LOO- ; 
13 : SLOCK BLOCK DISK-ERROR >3 -DU? IF EC.EiF = 





SO? # 21 
C > BUFFER RÏDLERS ) 
1C USRÏR3LE TSUF 1E333 < 4K ) ALLOT 1ERE CONSTANT BJFBD 
TBLF DIF 
U3UF1 TBU? * CTJER C! 1+ DU? TEJ? ! BÜFBD 
= IF BUFFER CÆRFLKJÏ" Cl? Uf%| BDIF J 
CLRTE • CLEAR TO BD OF BUFFER ) 
TBLF >* BUFEfw OVER - ERASE ; 
COS’S < CONFUTE miss? OF BLOCKS ) 
T8ÜF « TEJ 2+ - E'SUF 




ü » -iûvr ILL \ IOV FILE Oil SELELTED CHri’ 1* LL TO fiT* ) 
1CT!r ! -i qr#?r« i+ wo fWfra |prp 




0 CHwlEOF ! -1 BEE. 




SCR # 22 
8 < CHECK TT: FOR CHRR. GET IT , ŒT FILBiAPE ) 
o e e c < .sen; ) i e s->o 3 LITERAL 
0.1035 * DRO? DRO? DRO,3 R> DU? 1 AND 
IF DRO? e ELSE 0->S SUSP DRO? 1 END IF ; 
SOIN >R R IF ( CTL-V ) 31 OVER = 
IF < ffl? CTL-V TO mi ) DRO? O ELSE 
< CTL-T ) 24 OVER = IF < tÊP CTL-T TO CPu-S ) 
DRO? < CTL-S.) 23 BDIF BDIF BDIF KLFIX R> i 
< GET FILERS AND SET SI = START 0? STRING ) 
10 BL U3RD HERE 1+ ; 
11 
12DECIMAL 




ERSE IS DECIMAL" 
HI 41 CONSTANT N2 








8 < USER LEVEL PCS COMTSDS 20-JUL-63) 
1 : CON < B,TER CONUERSffiTON MODE ) 
2 BEGIN CKTT IF OUTRT BD IF CKfiT IF IKRT -DU? 
3 IF EUT BDIF BDIF 8 UNTIL ; 
4 : S3D < SENT FILE CUT ) CR 8 DISK-ERROR ! 
5 FLUSH GFN CPBPD CKCUT CHL1 SBOFILE CLQ5E1 OL8 ; 
6 : OPEN < CREN FILE FOR STORAGE REPOSES ) 
7 GBi CRBÏ’R CKOJT J 
3 : COPY TBUF OLP 2+ ! BEGIN LPITfiT 
9 INST DIP BUT LSürl 8 UNTIL J 
18 : HELP N2 NI DO I MESSRS CR LCOP J 
11 
12 : USITE CLRTE CDP8 8 SUSP TBUF 2+ SIORP C < LSI TE ) 
13 5 1 S->3 J LITERrL C.HDOS S.OEK ,HERE’ IF UrRM BDIF ; 




SCP # 24 
8 < Emp FCR SCR 22, CHECK TT: FOR CHS?, GET IT, GET PILEUSE) 
1 : SCIN 8 8 8 [ ( .SOIN ) 1 8 S->0 3 LITERrL 
2 C.H003 )R DROP DROP DROP R> DL? 1 ftO 
3 IF DROP 8 ELSE C-5S SUS? DROP 1 BDIF J 
4 : CKTT SCIN >R R IF < CTL-V ) 31 OVER = 
5 IF C RR? CTL-V TO NULL ) DROP 8 ELSE 
B < CTL-T ) 24 CUER = IF ( MRP CTL-T TO CTL-S ) 
7 DROP >; CTL-S) 23 BDIF BDIF BDIF tfLFIX R> ; 
3 
9 : GBI < GET FILBLSE FED SET SI = STFERT CP STRING ) 
18 BL LORD HERE 1+ J 
11 
12 DECIML ERSE IS DSCIMFL" 




Forth Sample Programs 
This program is using DO-LOOP to yield an ASCII character. 
8080 F16-FORTH 1.1 
: STRING <BUILDS RLL..ÜÏ DOES> + J OK 
5 STRING BERNS OK 
: STUFF-BERMS b © DO 
1 6b + 
Ï BERNS C I 
LOOP ; OK 
: SPIL.L-BERNS b © DO 
I BERNS 08 
EMIT ; ;V DEFINITION NOT FINISHED 
: SPILL b 8 DO 
I BERNS C* 
EMIT I ;? DEFINITION NOT FINISHED 
: SPILL 5 O DO 
1 BERNS IDS’ 
EMIT i LOOP' SPRUE i OK 
STUPF-BERN STOFF-BERN? 
: STUFF 5 8 DO : STUF F? 
: FIGE b 8 DO I 6b + I BERNS C ! LOOP I OK 
: OLD t> 8 DO I BERNS 08 EMIT LOOP SPRCE > OK 
i'-lGE OK 
ÜDL..D RBODE OK 
47 
This program shows hew to use the BUILDS ... DOES to store 
strings 
r 2:+= S 2 * i UK 
= GOOD <BUILDS SMUDGE J 
SWHP 2:+: + * EXECUTE 
= TEST . " BERI< " i . "BE HR 
: 'I ES I . " BERT " ; fiK 
7 E: TES TT . " CRT " ; 
= TESTS - “DUb DOG 11 J Hj 
EUOL> io THE TEST TEST! il 
J OK 
I OK I BE ft I OK 




















<BUILDS 0 DO, , LOOP DODOES> 
SWAP 2 + >>' j: o;< 
32 24 10 38 17 10 20 OK 
s ARRAV RANDOM OK 
: RANDOM 1 7 -1 RAMDONDÜM I OK 
RHNDÜM1 OK 
RRNDOH1 . RANDOM 1 ? 
RANDOM1 . 20009 OK 
RANDOM1 . 20009 OK 
RANDOM . 18 OK 
RANDOM . 17 OK 
RANDOM . 30 OK 
RRNDÜNM . If. OK 
RANDOM . 24 OK 
RANDOM . 32 OK 
RANDOM . 21127 OK 
RANDOM . 20 OK 
49 
This program uses the VARIABLE to store the number 
0 TIME OREIROLE TIME OK 
: GOOD 345 TIME i 
0- IF 5 TIME +! 
ELSE 56 TIME +! ; J? DEFINITION NOT FINISHED 
: GOOD 340 TIME 1 
0“ IF !;. TIME +! 
ELSE 56 TIME +! 
T HEN 34 4 . : ; OK 
GOOD . GOOD? EMPTV STROK 
11 ME ? 4@1 OK 
0 URRIRBLE HT OK 
* ‘SoFIT OOSR m TIME ! OK 
TIME . 2024O OK 
50 
This program is to count the polymonial : 
5x**6 -7X**2 +3X -1 by using the SWAP and DUP 
;: POLV 
L:'UP DUP DUP DUP DUP DUP 
5 :+: SWAP DUP DUP * 7 * 
3WP1POI 8W!~IP UWflP :'i': 3 +1   ■ fit¬ 
s' POLV . 586 OK " 
3 POLV . 10748 OK 
5 POLV . -3464 OK 
9 POLV . -10886 OK 
18 POLV . -10866 OK 
34 POLV . 26578 OK 
-8 POLV . 10800 OK 
-10 POLV . 10870 OK 
-S POLV . 3586 OK 
~ ? POLV . 13456 OK 
51 
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